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This paper investigates early stage “modern” grocery retail adoption in an emerging market using primary
household-level panel data on grocery purchases in India’s largest city, Mumbai. Specifically, we seek insight

on which socioeconomic class is more likely to adopt, and why. We model adoption as a two-stage process
of modern retail choice followed by category expenditures within a shopping trip. We find a nonmonotonic
(V-shaped) relationship between socioeconomic class and preferences for modern retail; specifically, modern
retail spending and relative preference are greater among the upper and lower middle classes, relative to the
middle middle class. Upper middle class preference of modern retail is driven by credit card acceptance, shorter
store distance (relative to other segments), and higher vehicle ownership; whereas lower prices and low travel
costs drive the preferences of the lower middle class. Modern retail is preferred more for branded and less for
perishable categories. Interestingly, the lower middle class share of modern grocery retail’s revenues is largest, and
this share is projected to grow as prices fall and store density increases. To address concerns of endogeneity
and generalizability, we replicate the key results with a “conjoint” type study with exogenous variation in price
and distance in two cities—Mumbai and Bangalore. We discuss implications for targeting and public policy in
emerging markets.
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India has about 200 million households today. Our
extensive study of consumption segments in India shows
that only the top 14 million households have the income,
attitude, and confidence to patronize modern retail.

—Haden and Vittal (2008)

Mr. Biyani [founder and chairman of Future Group,
India’s largest modern retailer] divides India into three
types of consumers. Where he sees the greatest sales
potential is among India Two—roughly 55% of Indians,
with much lower incomes than India One—the top 14%
of the population.

—Bellman (2007)

1. Introduction
The “modern” self-service format in grocery retailing
originated in the United States almost a century ago in
1916. Unlike “traditional” full-serve stores, wherein the
storekeeper interacts with each customer and personally
fulfills his merchandise requirements, modern stores
are characterized by customers walking down aisles
with carts or baskets, picking merchandise on their
own and paying at checkout counters. The self-serve

modern retail format typically offers wider and/or
deeper assortments, because it is feasible for consumers
to learn about products and make choices according
to their idiosyncratic preferences, without interacting
with a storekeeper.

Modern grocery retail diffused across Western
Europe, Japan, and Australia in the 1950s. Since the
1980s, rapid economic growth and a growing middle
class has led to substantial growth of modern retail
in countries such as Korea, Taiwan, Brazil, and most
recently China. However, modern retail is still at an
early stage of diffusion, with less than 10% share in a
large number of emerging markets (e.g., India, Indone-
sia, and the Philippines; see Diaz et al. 2012). Despite
experience in the growth and diffusion of modern
retail across many countries, there is little research on
factors affecting adoption, spending, and preferences
in the early stages of penetration of modern retail.
Our goal in this paper is to gain empirical insight
into early stage modern grocery retail adoption by
the emerging middle classes as they choose between
new, modern retailers and the ubiquitous traditional
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“mom and pop” stores.1 To this end, we estimate a
two-stage model of modern retail choice and category
expenditure within a shopping trip. Our empirical
setting is India, of academic interest in its own right
because of its huge size and fast pace of growth.

We address three research questions about consumer
adoption in the early stage of modern grocery retail
diffusion. First, which segment of consumers is likely
to adopt modern grocery retail in an emerging market?
There is general agreement that poor consumers at
the “bottom of the pyramid” do not currently have the
purchasing power to support modern retail (Joseph
et al. 2008). Hence, we focus on three socioeconomic
segments at the top of the pyramid: the upper socioeco-
nomic class (SEC; the very rich and the upper middle
class, which, for convenience, we simply denote as
the “upper” middle class), the middle middle class,
and the lower middle class. But there are contrasting
views, summarized in quotes at the beginning of the
paper, over which of these segments drive the early
growth of modern retail. Whereas the McKinsey Report
(Haden and Vittal 2008) argues that modern retail will
be primarily patronized by India’s upper middle class,
Kishore Biyani of the Future group, India’s largest
modern retailer, believes that the opportunity for mod-
ern retail arises from India Two, i.e., the middle and
lower middle classes.

Second, we seek to understand why modern grocery
retail shopping behavior differs across the three socioe-
conomic segments. We build a two-stage model of
household choice of modern retail followed by category-
level expenditure at modern retail for each shopping
trip. We identify relevant store format attributes (e.g.,
prices, distances to the stores, services) and category-
specific attributes (e.g., perishable/nonperishable) and
study whether modern retail offers a relative advantage
(e.g., lower prices). We allow for these effects to be
different across distinct SECs to account for hetero-
geneity in attitudes and preferences toward the format
and format attributes. This enables us to understand
the extent to which differences in sensitivities to these
attributes across segments (e.g., the upper middle class
might be less sensitive to price than other segments)
explain shopping decisions. So we are able to link shop-
ping behavior to both differences in levels of attributes
(e.g., prices) and differences in sensitivities to attributes
across segments (e.g., lower price sensitivity). In doing
this, we accommodate the fact that some households
in emerging markets might be trying modern retail for
the first time. We estimate the model using primary
household-level and store-level panel data.

1 In India, the number of mom and pop stores is estimated to be
over 12 million, with a retail density of 10.3 stores per thousand
persons. The retail density for China is 11.5 per thousand persons
(Matsui et al. 2005).

Third, we apply the results to project the evolution
of modern grocery retail’s revenues across the three
segments (upper, middle, and lower middle socioeco-
nomic classes) as modern grocery retail expands its
footprint by opening more stores (increasing access)
and gains in scale and efficiency (lowering prices).
These questions have implications for targeting and
positioning decisions of modern retailers, the defensive
strategies of traditional retailers, and more broadly in
developing policy guidelines for the retail sector for
policy makers.

With an estimated annual size of $450 billion, and
growing at over 10% per annum (Ramola and Bhasin
2011), Indian retail is among the largest and fastest
growing retail markets in the world. India is at an
early stage of modern retail penetration (Sood and
Jashnani 2012), making it an ideal setting to learn about
early stage adoption. Furthermore, unlike developed
markets, food and grocery account for as much as 70%
of the Indian retail sector, making the focus on the
food and grocery sector even more important in India
and emerging markets.2 Finally, the Indian economy
is currently witnessing a vigorous debate on policy
questions relating to the impact of regulations on the
retail sector; our research is not only of managerial
relevance, but can also inform the policy debate.3

We next elaborate on the theoretical underpinnings of
our research questions. Which segments of the middle
class drive early adoption of modern retail? One view-
point is that modern retail will be initially embraced
by the rich upper middle class, and the lower classes
will follow.4 There are many arguments underlying
this view. First, only the rich have the money to buy
the wide assortments of products offered in a modern
retail store; the less affluent will spend a significant
share of their incomes only on basic necessities, making
the broader assortments offered by modern retail less
valuable (Venkatesh 2008). Second, the rich are more
likely to value the use of services such as credit card
acceptance by stores, since credit card penetration is
much greater among the rich. The innovation adoption
and diffusion literature also suggests that the higher
socioeconomic class is attitudinally more inclined and
open to changing established shopping routines to

2 See A.T. Kearney (2006). The second largest category, clothing and
textiles, accounts for just 7% of retail expenditure.
3 We note that even though our study is focused on India, by linking
adoption behavior to differences in the store attributes of traditional
and modern retailers, our study results can serve as plausible initial
hypotheses for testing modern retail adoption behavior within
the growing middle class in other emerging markets with similar
institutional and socioeconomic characteristics.
4 Karabon and Sukharevsky (2011) attribute the growth in share of
modern grocery retail in Turkey from 25% to 41% in 2005–2010 to
the growth in the number of high-income households, suggesting
the importance of targeting high-income consumers.
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shop at a new retail format (e.g., Horsky 1990, van den
Bulte and Stremersch 2004).

The opposing viewpoint that the lower middle class
will adopt modern retail earlier is founded on the
price advantage of modern retail and the relatively low
opportunity cost of travel for the lower middle classes.
This view seems consistent with large-format self-serve
retailing in developed markets (e.g., Walmart), which,
through more efficient retail operations, can offer lower
prices and is typically adopted disproportionately by
the lower middle class. This view assumes that on
at least some store attributes, modern retail’s value
proposition can be superior to that of traditional retail
to address the needs of the lower socioeconomic class.
Without favoring either of these views, we discuss
how specific features of emerging markets impact the
relative advantage of modern retail on three attributes
(price, distance to store, and service) across different
socioeconomic segments.

1.1. Price
In developed markets, large self-serve retailers are
universally more efficient and have lower operating
costs than full-serve stores, arguably because of better
use of technology and management. They obtain lower
wholesale prices because of greater buying power with
respect to suppliers. Thus, modern retail has a relative
price advantage, attracting the more price-sensitive
lower middle class. Such pricing advantages are harder
to realize in emerging markets because of the lack of an
adequate logistics and communications infrastructure
required for effective supply chain management. The
regulatory environment with restrictions on transporta-
tion across states raises the cost even further. Locating
in the richer neighborhoods of large urban cities also
raises rental expenses (or investments in real estate)
for modern retailers. Finally, traditional retailers may
not pay taxes, and pay below minimum wages to
employees (if any), potentially further increasing the
relative cost of modern retail (Kohli and Bhagwati 2015,
Sudhir and Talukdar 2015). For these reasons, modern
retail might start with a higher total cost of operation
than traditional retail. So whether modern retail is
able to attract the lower middle class by offering lower
prices in emerging markets is an empirical question
we seek to address.5

1.2. Distance to Store
The consumer’s cost of shopping at a store is not just the
retail price; it includes the cost of traveling to the store.
Given opportunity costs of time, consumers generally
prefer stores that are closer to their homes (Reynolds
1953, Singh et al. 2006, Briesch et al. 2009). But modern

5 In China, where the government provides land to retailers at
favorable locations at subsidized rates to encourage modern format
diffusion, land costs might be favorable to modern retailers.

retail, with its larger self-serve format, requires larger
sales volumes to break even, and therefore has lower
density relative to traditional retail in emerging markets.
Consequently, consumers will generally have to travel
farther to shop at modern retailers. Travel costs can
have ambiguous effects on which socioeconomic class is
more likely to adopt modern retail. The upper middle
class has greater opportunity costs of time (Blattberg
et al. 1978), and therefore is less likely to shop at mod-
ern retailers than the lower middle class. Yet, two
features of emerging markets suggest otherwise. First,
the upper middle class typically has household help,
which makes their opportunity costs lower or irrelevant
(Goldman et al. 1999). Second, the lower middle class in
emerging markets do not have personal transportation
(unlike in developed markets, where car penetration
is close to universal); hence, their effective opportu-
nity costs can be greater than for the upper middle
class.

1.3. Service
Services offered by the store affect household choice of
which format to shop. Owners of traditional stores typ-
ically have deeper relationships with their customers
and might use this knowledge to offer preferential
service such as store credit, more generous return
policies, etc. Given their lower labor costs (typically
with unemployed family members or low wage work-
ers), traditional retailers are also able to provide home
delivery.6 In that sense, traditional retailers can pro-
vide superior customer service, relative to modern
retailers. However, traditional retailers are less techno-
logically sophisticated and less likely to accept credit
cards. The need for these services could differ across
socioeconomic classes. Home delivery might be more
important to households without private transportation
or domestic help—the lower middle class. Store credit
might also be more important among poorer segments.
So the importance of service-related attributes might
vary across socioeconomic segments. The net effect of
service on adoption by SEC is therefore an empirical
question.

1.4. Category Characteristics
Consumers’ shopping behavior can depend on specific
characteristics of the categories of products they wish

6 India has an estimated one retail store for every 98 people; hence,
most retailers typically know their regular customers. Moreover,
these storeowners are part of a social fabric with which shoppers
have social communications. Social interactions are an important
motivator for some consumers to visit retailers (Evans et al. 1996),
and remembering a shopper’s name facilitates adherence to purchase
requests made by the person who remembers (Howard et al. 1995).
Greater interpersonal communication leads to greater perceived
levels of relationship investments, which might affect store loyalty
(De Wulf et al. 2001).
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to buy (Inman et al. 2009). Certain categories are associ-
ated with specific store formats, and these associations
can vary across segments (Inman et al. 2004). We focus
on the effects of (i) the level of branding in a category
and (ii) the perishability of the category on retail format
choices and expenditures.

Modern stores can carry more brands (or a greater
proportion of branded merchandise) than traditional
stores, and hence may appeal more to the relatively
more quality-conscious upper middle class. On the
other hand, it is possible that, given the assurance of
quality through brands, consumers may be indifferent
between purchasing at modern or traditional retailers
in branded categories.

Perishable categories (e.g., vegetables) need to be pur-
chased more frequently than nonperishables. Because
modern retail tends to be farther than traditional stores,
consumers may prefer traditional stores to purchase
perishable categories. On the other hand, modern retail-
ers may be able to better store perishables and deliver,
on average, better quality perishables to consumers, in
which case consumers may prefer modern retail for
perishables.

Given the trade-offs above, the preference for modern
retail adoption in branded and perishable categories is
an empirical question. Furthermore, the three segments
may respond to these trade-offs differently. We therefore
allow differential effects across segments for these
category-format preferences.

Beyond the qualitative direction of the effects of
prices, distances, services, and category characteris-
tics across SECs on modern retail adoption, it is also
important to quantitatively assess the relative impor-
tance of each store attribute across segments on trip
choice and spending. For instance, what would be
the revenue increase by reducing the travel distance
to each segment by 20%, or by reducing prices by
the same proportion? Such quantitative insights can
aid managers in deciding the relative importance of
improving access by opening more stores or improving
supply chain management, which helps lower prices.

Given our research questions, we use socioeconomic
status to segment middle class consumers into “upper,”
“middle,” and “lower” income classes. The use of
socioeconomic status for segmentation in the marketing
literature is well established (Coleman 1983); it has
been used in marketing (Dahl and Moreau 2007, Rucker
and Galinsky 2008), psychology (Rogler 1996, Jayakody
et al. 1998), and development economics (Sumarto et al.
2007). It is also widely acknowledged by practitioners
in India as the most prevalent and useful segmentation
approach across industries. SEC segmentation classifies
households into segments depending on the occupation
and education of the chief wage earner of the household.
SEC A comprises the very rich and upper middle class;
SEC B comprises the middle middle class; and SEC C

comprises the lower middle class. Other SECs comprise
the “bottom of the pyramid” and, as discussed earlier,
are excluded from our analysis. SECs are preferred over
just income-based segmentation, because occupation
and education shape not just an individual’s earning
capacity but also family self-image and social status
and set the tone and tenor of how they live (Bijapurkar
2008). Furthermore, SEC predicts the consumption of
various goods better than income alone (Bijapurkar
2008).7 Given the relatively low penetration of modern
retail in this early stage of diffusion, we only analyze
SECs at the first level of granularity (A, B, C) and
abstract away from the more granular subdivisions in
this paper.8

In studying shopping decisions across retail formats,
we focus only on the modern/traditional dichotomy.
More granular levels of store format classification are
possible for modern retail stores. For example, retailers
experiment with larger and smaller retail formats (e.g.,
supermarkets and hypermarkets). However, given
the low levels of penetration of modern retail as a
whole, there are very few store visits to specialized
formats; for example, in our data, only 2.3% of store
trips are to hypermarkets. We believe at the early stage
of diffusion, insights at the broad level of categorization
(i.e., modern and traditional) are more valuable.9

A major challenge in answering questions about
modern retail adoption in emerging markets is the
absence of readily available scanner data as in devel-
oped markets. We therefore conduct two field studies
to collect primary data on grocery shopping behavior
from households and marketing mix data from grocery
stores in India. After describing the model in §2, we
describe the first study in §3, along with the results
we obtain from it. We present the second study in §4.
Section 5 concludes our paper.

2. Model
We model the household’s patronage of modern retail
as a two-stage decision process within each shopping
trip. In the first stage, the household decides whether
to visit a modern retail store or not on the trip. This
process is modeled as a probit model. This decision

7 As Kamakura and Mazzon (2013) discuss, (a) stated income mea-
sures are prone to large reporting errors (Hentschel and Lanjow
2000), (b) current income might be a poor indication of consumption
potential for retired individuals, and (c) consumption correlates
poorly with income since people smooth their consumption over
time by borrowing or drawing on savings during times of low
income and investing/saving in times of high income.
8 We provide additional details of the SEC classification system
for urban India in Online Appendix 1 (available as supplemental
material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/mksc.2015.0940).
9 In our econometric analysis, we include fixed effects for different
store formats within modern retail, but our main results are not
affected by such disaggregation.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/mksc.2015.0940
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is based on category-level factors (which categories
are to be purchased, their prices, level of perishability,
etc.), store format-level factors (e.g., distances), and
household characteristics. In the second stage, condi-
tional on the choice of modern retail for the trip, the
household decides on the level of expenditure within
each category, with the possibility of not purchasing
in a category. We model this second stage involving
choice of expenditures across multiple categories at a
modern retail store as a multivariate Tobit model. We
account for correlations in preferences across the two
stages and across categories at the household level.

In terms of notation, let s denote store format. It
can take two values, “modern” (s =M ) or “traditional”
(s = T ). We denote the probability that household
i (i = 11 0 0 0 1N5 chooses a modern store in trip t as
Prob4IiMt = 15, where IiMt is an indicator variable equal
to 1 if modern store is chosen and 0 otherwise. Condi-
tional on choosing a modern store in trip t, let EicMt

be the expenditure on modern retail of household i
for category c (c = 11 0 0 0 1C). The household needs to
overcome two thresholds to spend on each category in
a trip to a modern store: a common threshold related
to the process of choosing modern retail on a focal
trip, and a category-specific threshold for the process
governing spending in that category at a modern
retailer.

First, consider trip-specific format choice. Let uist be
the utility of household i from shopping from store
format s in trip t. Let Uit = uiMt −uiTt be the difference
in utility between modern (s = M) and traditional
(s = T ) formats. We specify this difference as follows:

Uit = �i0 + Sit�0 +Hi�1 +Hit�2 +ãDit�3i

+

C
∑

c=1

IictQ̄icãpct�4ic +

C
∑

c=1

IictQ̄icac�5i

+

C
∑

c=1

IictQ̄icbc�6i + �it0 (1)

When Uit ≥ 0, a modern store is chosen, and when
Uit ≤ 0, a traditional store is chosen. The error term �it
is distributed standard normal. The term �i0 captures
the effects of unobserved household format-specific
characteristics (e.g., differences in exposure levels of
household i to advertising across the two store formats).
The term Sit is an indicator of trial of modern retail
by household i prior to trip t. This household-specific
variable can capture the effect of prior awareness and
exposure to modern retail on current format choice.
We operationalize Sit as follows: it takes the value 1
if household i has chosen modern retail at least once
before trip t in our panel data or responded “yes” to
an initial survey prior to our panel data collection in

which they were asked if they had visited a modern
retail grocery store in the previous three months.10

The term Hi is a vector of household characteris-
tics such as vehicle ownership, credit card ownership,
presence of domestic help, respondent gender, and
apartment size; these can affect the relative value
associated with modern retail formats. Hit is a vector
of household trip-specific needs or reasons for store
format choice (store ambience, product variety, product
quality, home delivery, store credit, and personal rela-
tionships with storeowners). Such variables are not
commonly available to researchers and help to model
for intrahousehold heterogeneity in needs across shop-
ping trips, which is typically abstracted or absorbed
into the logit/probit error in choice models. We later
describe how we measured them. ãDit is a vector
of differences in store format characteristics that are
invariant across categories: difference in distance to
the two store formats from the residence of household
i and a dummy variable to account for diversity in
modern retail formats (1 if hypermarket, 0 if other
format). Difference in distance is given by 4diMt − diTt5,
where diMt is the distance traveled to modern retail
by household i in trip t (if it was to a modern store)
or the distance traveled during the most recent trip
to a modern store (if trip t is to a traditional store).
diTt is defined likewise.11 For a household that never
visited modern retail in the data window, it is defined
as the mean distance traveled to modern stores by
other households of the same SEC.

Next we discuss how price enters the format choice
model. We denote by ãpct the difference in price indexes
for category c in trip t across formats. The price index
for category c in trip t for format s is the mean price
per unit quantity across stockkeeping units (SKUs) in a
store and across all stores in format s. The category
price difference between the two formats is relevant
for a household only if the household purchases the
category in trip t (e.g., the price of meat will always be
irrelevant for a vegetarian household). So we weigh the
category price difference by the trip-specific indicator
for category purchase incidence Iict (1 if category c
is purchased in trip t, 0 otherwise). This indicator is
not format specific. Also, consider two households
with 1 and 10 members, respectively, both of whom
buy category c. To the extent that a larger household

10 Only 5.2% of households in our sample began trial of modern
retail during our 10-week panel data collection period. Hence, this
variable remains stable at 1 or 0 for most households in our analysis.
11 Our measure of diMt4diTt) varies across trips, since a household
chooses different modern (traditional) stores in different trips. Our
results are robust to two alternative specifications: (a) replacing the
distance traveled during the most recent trip with the mean distance
across all trips and (b) replacing diMt for households that never
visited modern retail with the mean distance traveled to modern
stores by all other households, not just households of the same SEC.
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is likely to buy more of category c, the price of cat-
egory c is likely more important for this household
than for the single-member household. So we further
weigh the category price difference by Q̄ic, the average
quantity per trip (across all trips) of category c that
the household i purchases, conditional on purchase.
The terms ac and bc refer to measures of the level
of perishability and extent of branding of category c,
respectively. Similar to price, we weigh these variables
by purchase incidence and average purchase quantity
for that household in the particular trip.

Finally, consider the category expenditure on modern
retail, conditional on choice of modern retail in trip t.
Let E∗

icMt be the associated latent variable, interpretable
as the utility from the expenditure EicMT . It relates to
the observed expenditure as per a multivariate Tobit
specification

EicMt =0 if E∗

icMt ≤01 EicMt =E∗

icMt if E∗

icMt>01 (2)

where E∗
icMt = ĒicMt+�icMt , �icMt = 6�i1Mt1�i2Mt10001�iCMt7

∼MVN401è15, and

ĒicMt = �∗

ic+Sit�0 +Hi�1 +Hit�2 +ãDit�3i

+IictQ̄icãpct�4ic+IictQ̄icac�5i+IictQ̄icbc�6i0 (3)

We estimate how expenditure of modern retail for
each category is affected by the same set of variables as
with format choice in Equation (1), with the exception
that we include differences in price indexes, level of
perishability, and extent of branding of category c (and
not of all categories). Differences in price indexes, level
of perishability, and extent of branding of category c
are weighed by category purchase incidence (Iict) and
average category quantity purchased (Q̄ic) across all
trips—not just those to modern retail. The error terms
are distributed multivariate normal, allowing for all cate-
gory expenditures to be correlated due to both observed
covariates and unobservables. The component �∗

ic serves
to control for category-specific and individual-specific
unobserved factors. The effects of trial of modern retail,
household characteristics, trip-specific needs, and dis-
tances to stores of different formats are assumed to be
identical across categories.

Next we write the joint likelihood of the data. Con-
sider an observation where household i does not spend
on category c in trip t from modern retail, i.e., EicMt = 0.
There could be two mutually exclusive possibilities
why this would happen, each with different likelihoods.
First, household i decides to shop from traditional
retail during trip t. The likelihood of this event is
1 − Prob4IiMt = 15. The other possibility is that house-
hold i decides to shop from modern retail in trip t, but
decides not to buy category c in this trip. The likelihood
of this event is given by Prob4IiMt = 15Prob4EiMt = 05. So

the likelihood of observing a zero category expenditure
on modern retail in an observation is given by

L4EicMt = 05 = 1 − Prob4IiMt = 15

+ Prob4IiMt = 15Prob4EicMt = 050 (4)

Now consider an observation where the expenditure
of household i on category c in trip t from modern
retail is E∗

icMt such that E∗
icMt > 0. For this to happen,

the household should have chosen modern retail in
that trip. This likelihood is given by

L4EicMt =E∗

icMt5=Prob4IiMt =15Prob4IicMt =E∗

icMt50 (5)

2.1. Heterogeneity, Correlation Across Stages and
Across Categories

Given our interest in understanding heterogeneity
across SECs, we specify the household-specific coef-
ficients as a function of SECs, and allow them to be
correlated due to unobservables, as follows:

�1ic =
[

�4ic �4ic

]

=ç1

[

1 SECAi SECBi ac bc
]

+�ic3

�2i =
[

�io �ic �3i �5i �6i �3i �5i �6i

]

= ç2

[

1 SECAi SECBi

]

+�i where

�ic ∼MVN401è25 and �i ∼MVN401è350 (6)

SECAi and SECBi are dummy variables indicating
membership of SEC A and SEC B respectively, and
ç1 and ç2 are matrices of parameters. We allow for
category-specific price sensitivity parameters �4ic and
�4ic to vary with both household characteristics and
category characteristics. This allows us to estimate
how price sensitivity varies across SECs and across
categories with different levels of perishability and
branding. The self-stated household trip-specific needs
(Hit) capture not only heterogeneity in preferences
across households but also within households for trips;
hence, we do not model heterogeneity in parameters
for Hit .12

2.2. Model Estimation
The model is estimated on data for all trips, both
modern and traditional. The likelihood of observations
of zero category expenditure (Equation (4)) allows
for the possibility that the observation pertains to
a trip to a traditional store, or that it pertains to
a trip to a modern store but with no purchase of

12 Estimation of a more general model that allowed the coefficients of
self-stated needs to vary across SECs revealed that the effects of
stated needs did not vary significantly across SECs. Conceptually,
the household needs data we collected are the top three reasons (out
of a list of 12 possible reasons) for store format choice. Since all
three stated reasons are relatively very important for the respondent,
we did not expect to find SEC-level differences in levels of their
importance.
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the category. All other observations have positive
category expenditure at modern retailers, with their
likelihood given by Equation (5). We use Bayesian
estimation to estimate the parameters. This involves
specifying proper but diffuse prior distributions for the
model parameters, and then deriving their posterior
conditional distributions. Given the set of conditional
distributions and priors, we draw recursively from the
posterior distribution of the model parameters. We use
the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm (random walk) for
drawing from the posterior distribution of parameters
without conjugate priors (i.e., posterior distributions
without closed-form expressions). The exact estimation
procedure is described in Online Appendix 2.

3. Empirical Analysis
3.1. Data
There are several data challenges in understanding
grocery shopping behavior of customers in emerging
markets. Unlike developed markets, most stores (includ-
ing modern retailers) do not electronically capture
shopper-level data on visits and transactions. Tradi-
tional stores do not maintain any transaction records
(electronic or otherwise). Even store-level data on prod-
uct assortments and prices are not collected. Moreover,
given the low penetration of modern retail and the
large number of traditional retailers, an accurate pic-
ture of the shopping behavior requires recording of
household purchases across large numbers of stores.
Even though a small number of (traditional) stores
may capture a significant share of a household’s share
of spending, each traditional store itself caters to only
a small number of households. Hence, one needs infor-
mation across a large number of retailers to accurately
capture the behavior of consumers and the shopping
environment (e.g., price levels) within even a relatively
small urban geographical area. We partnered with
Nielsen India to leverage their expertise in on-the-
ground data collection procedures in India and their
localized data audit and validation processes.

Given our interest in understanding differences in
modern retail adoption across different SECs, we ran-
domly sampled households until we reached a quota of
90 households for each of the three SECs. These house-
holds resided in an 80 square mile radius in suburban
Mumbai, which accounts for a population of approxi-
mately 4 million (about 29% of the city population). We
note that this market is substantially larger than typical
cities in the United States, which have been studied
using scanner panel data. The interviewer briefed an
adult respondent from each household on the differ-
ences between modern and traditional retailers before
administering the survey, to ensure understanding.
For each household, we collected the following data
for all trips to stores for grocery purchase (along with

home deliveries and visits by domestic help) made
during a 10-week period starting March 16, 2011. Data
for each trip included (1) date of the trip; (2) chosen
store format; (3) category-level purchase quantity, price,
and expenditure; (4) distance from home to chosen
store; and (5) reasons for choosing the store on that
trip (detailed later in this section). To prevent errors
associated with household self-classification of the store
format as modern or traditional, we required store
names to be recorded and later verified by Nielsen
India to ensure proper classification. Stores classified
as modern have checkout counters, provide aisle space
to enable shoppers to touch all displayed merchandise,
and provide computerized receipts of purchase.

We collected data for eight product categories, which
Nielsen identified based on their proprietary research as
prototypical categories for (a) frequently/infrequently
purchased items, (b) staple items consumed every day,
and (c) categories that were significant in terms of
expenditures in the consumption basket. These are
onions, tomatoes, unbranded rice, branded rice, biscuits,
cooking oil, toilet soap, and non-alcoholic beverages.
Whereas onions and tomatoes are frequently purchased
food categories, rice is a staple consumption item in
Mumbai. Cooking oil and toilet soap are infrequently
purchased. But cooking oil and rice account for a
significant proportion of food expenditure. Furthermore,
both modern and traditional food and grocery retailers
typically stock all of these categories, allowing us to
study share of expenditures from a consumer choice
perspective, without supply constraints imposed on
consumers.

We used a diary-based method. Households were
instructed to fill in details for a trip immediately after
shopping, to minimize recall bias. To cross-check data
quality, Nielsen field personnel visited each household
twice after the beginning of the data collection to
inspect the diaries and to verify reported data on
categories purchased with purchase receipts (wherever
available) and stock in household pantries (wherever
permitted). Households were reminded by frequent
telephone calls to complete the diaries as instructed.
Owing to attrition, we finally obtained panel data from
266 households, who reported having made 7,965 trips
to stores, of which 478 were to modern retailers.

Nielsen field personnel manually collected weekly
data on prices and assortments for the eight categories
from 20 stores (10 modern and 10 traditional) during
the same 10-week period where we collected household
data. This involved personnel visiting each of the 20
stores each week and listing all SKUs available for
sale for each category and their pack sizes, selling
prices, and promotional details, if any. To ensure our
store sample reflected the stores where our households
shopped, respondents were asked to indicate the names
of all stores from which they had purchased food and
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groceries during the past month. This list was collated
across respondents to obtain a census of stores in the
area, and 20 stores were sampled conditional on their
acceptance of Nielsen personnel collecting price data
from their store. Since traditional stores in emerging
markets can be quite heterogeneous in terms of store
size, Nielsen ensured that different types of traditional
stores were adequately represented in the sample of 10
traditional stores.

To obtain category-level price indices for each store
format, we followed the procedure of Briesch et al.
(2009). For each store in the sample, we adjusted the
price for each SKU to account for price promotions, if
any (e.g., a 10% price reduction).13 The adjusted price
for each SKU (per unit quantity) in a category was
then averaged across SKUs to obtain a store-level price
index for that category. Store-level price indexes across
all traditional stores in the sample were averaged to
obtain a category-level price index for this store format.
This procedure was repeated weekly for both store
formats, so that price indexes are measured at a weekly
level. We define a category as perishable if its shelf
life is less than a month. Given the set of categories
in our data, the two vegetable categories (onions and
tomatoes) are perishable (ac = 1) and other categories
are not (ac = 0). Furthermore, onions, tomatoes, and
unpackaged rice are sold as unbranded commodities
(bc = 0) by weight in India. All other categories are
available as branded items (bc = 1).

We collected data on 12 possible trip-specific reasons
for choosing a retail format:14 price, distance, product
quality, store ambience, product variety, home delivery,
store credit, relationship with the storekeeper, “knowl-
edge and courtesy of the storekeeper,” “knowledge
and courtesy of the store employee,” “return policy,”
and “air conditioning.” We asked respondents to indi-
cate which of these 12 were among their top three
reasons for choosing a retail format for each trip. Of
these 12 reasons, we did not include the following
as covariates in the model because less than 1% of
trips indicated these as being among the top three:
knowledge and courtesy of the storekeeper, knowledge
and courtesy of the store employee, return policy, and
air conditioning. Of the remaining, we did not include
price and distance as covariates, because we used
objective measures that we collected on those. The
remaining six reasons were included as covariates in
the vector Hit . We coded a reason as 1 for trip t if it
was indicated as one of the top three reasons for that
trip by household i and 0 otherwise.

13 Price promotions were rare in this market in 2011; only 1.6% of all
SKUs across all eight categories were promoted in an average week.
14 We began with a list of 22 possible reasons for store format choices,
based on a survey of the store choice literature and in consultation
with Nielsen. After pretesting with shoppers in Mumbai, we reduced
the list to 12 reasons in the final survey.

Table 1 Distribution of Visits to Modern Retail

Proportion of households (%)
Proportion of store trips
to modern retail (%) All SEC A SEC B SEC C

0 4903 4501 5806 4403
0.1–5 1902 1706 1601 2309
5.1–10 1200 1201 902 1408
10.1–15 709 1201 508 507
Above 15 1107 1302 1003 1103

Notes. Each cell in this table represents the proportion of households in a
segment who have a certain proportion of store trips to modern retail in the
first study. For example, 19.2% of all households chose modern retail stores in
0.1%–5% of all store trips.

3.2. Descriptive Analysis
We find that modern grocery retail accounted for only
6% of the 7,965 trips. Only 50.7% of households tried
modern retail at least once in our data.15 The share
of trips to modern retail is highest for SEC A at 7.1%,
but lowest for SEC B at 5.2%. SEC C is in the middle
at 5.7%. Similarly, trial rates across SECs A, B, and
C are 54.9%, 41.4%, and 55.7%, respectively. More
details on the distribution of share of visits to modern
retail can be found in Table 1. Overall, this suggests a
V-shaped relationship between modern retail adoption
and socioeconomic status.

The relationship extends to expenditure shares and
absolute levels of category expenditures too. Modern
retail accounted for 8.2% of total expenditure (across
both formats) in the eight categories, with the break-
down across SECs A, B, and C being 9.6%, 5.9%, and
9.0%, respectively.16 We find that for six out of eight cat-
egories, SEC B spent less on modern retail in the data
period than SECs A and C (Table 2), in both absolute
monetary terms and in terms of share of total retail
expenditure. The ratio of the number of households in
SECs A, B, and C in Mumbai is 1:1.57:1.86.17 Based on
this distribution, we estimate that 42.7% of modern
retail revenues for these eight categories come from
SEC C consumers, followed by 29.2% from SEC A
consumers, making SEC B the least revenue generating
segment of the population.

15 To alleviate the initial conditions issue (i.e., households who never
tried modern retail in 10 weeks might have tried it earlier), we
conducted an exploratory cross-sectional survey prior to panel data
collection. Each respondent indicated whether they had visited a
modern store in the past three months.
16 Prior to collection of the panel data, Nielsen identified 21 major
categories that accounted for a large majority of the shopping
baskets of urban Indian households. We measured category purchase
incidence from modern retailers as a response to whether the category
was “generally” purchased from a modern retailer. Category purchase
incidence from modern retail was 33.2% for SEC A, followed by
23.2% for SEC C, and only 19.8% for SEC B. We infer that the
V-shaped relationship is generalizable to the entire shopping basket.
17 http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2004-01-05/news/
27381554_1_nrs-national-readership-survey-council-sample-size.

http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2004-01-05/news/27381554_1_nrs-national-readership-survey-council-sample-size
http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2004-01-05/news/27381554_1_nrs-national-readership-survey-council-sample-size
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Table 2 Mean Category Expenditure (Mean Share) per Household on Modern Retail (Across 10 Weeks, in Rupees)

Category All households SEC A SEC B SEC C

Onion 3032 (7.3%) 3049 (6.7%) 1039 (4.3%) 5003 (11.7%)
Tomato 3017 (7.1%) 4023 (6.4%) 1021 (4.1%) 4003 (11.5%)
Cooking oil 87007 (10.5%) 118051 (8.4%) 55008 (7.3%) 86018 (13.8%)
Beverages 45053 (12.1%) 66001 (11.1%) 32075 (6.6%) 36098 (16.0%)
Loose rice 22036 (5.3%) 27016 (7.4%) 11054 (3.6%) 28010 (7.2%)
Biscuit 18072 (6.7%) 22014 (10.2%) 15049 (4.1%) 18037 (8.2%)
Toilet soap 19082 (4.9%) 19086 (9.7%) 22011 (3.9%) 17051 (3.2%)
Packaged rice 45077 (11.3%) 44096 (17.7%) 47087 (8.2%) 44052 (8.1%)
All 8 categories 245075 (8.2%) 306035 (9.6%) 187044 (5.9%) 240073 (9.0%)

Note. Figures in parentheses represent the share of expenditure on modern retail (as a proportion of total retail expenditure).

Table 3 Mean, Minimum, and Maximum Price Indexes in Modern and Traditional Retail (Across 10 Weeks, in Rupees/Unit)

Traditional stores Modern stores

Category Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Difference in means (t-stat)

Onion 12026 10019 13011 8073 6041 9019 608∗∗∗

Tomato 12063 9071 13066 10096 8079 12045 300∗∗∗

Cooking oil 100048 91036 110073 89009 78005 101043 606∗∗∗

Beverages 51033 47008 62089 4603 44018 48006 403∗∗∗

Loose rice 46049 44065 49062 47009 46004 48015 −005
Biscuit 121009 117084 126077 131071 122008 139054 −301∗∗∗

Toilet soap 240062 232089 265006 256057 221002 274070 −107∗

Packaged rice 78046 73046 82084 86058 7801 95057 −308∗∗∗

Note. For each store format, the mean price index is averaged across weeks. All price indexes are in rupees per kilogram except those for beverages and cooking
oil, which are in rupees per liter. At the time of data collection, USD 1 = INR 52, approximately.

∗p < 001; ∗∗∗p < 0001.

Next consider the role of prices and distances
(Table 3). We find that prices at modern retailers are
lower in only four of the eight categories (onions,
tomatoes, cooking oil, and beverages), suggesting that
modern stores do not offer uniformly lower prices
across all categories. For distance, as expected, the
average distance traveled to a traditional retailer is
only 0.62 km, and does not vary much across segments
(0.65 km, 0.60 km, and 0.62 km across SECs A, B,
and C, respectively). By contrast, the average distance
traveled to modern retail is much higher at 2.71 km
(2.11 km, 2.79 km, and 3.12 km across SECs A, B, and C,
respectively).

Table 4 summarizes the stated reasons why house-
holds chose trip traditional or modern retail in each trip.
Whereas price, product variety, and product quality
favor modern retail, distance to the store and rela-
tionship with the storekeeper favor traditional retail.
SEC C is more often likely to cite price and store
credit relative to other SECs. Households differ in
their stated needs across time, indicating significant
intrahousehold heterogeneity; the mean share of the
most cited reason was only 62%. Furthermore, only
21.1% of the variation in format choice is driven by
across-household variation in choice, whereas 78.9%
of the variance in the choice of modern retail comes
from within-household variation. Within-household

variation accounts for 50.6%–72.5% of the variation in
trip expenditures.18

3.3. Model Comparison and Endogeneity
We assess the value of two features of our model:
(1) allowing for the processes of modern retail choice
and category expenditure to be correlated and (2) allow-
ing for two different processes for choice of modern
retail and category expenditure. To do so, we compare
the performance of our model (Model 1) with two
benchmark models. In Model 2, we do not allow for the
two processes to be correlated, that is, the off-diagonal
elements of è1, è2, and è3 are assumed to be zero. The
second benchmark model (Model 3) is a pure multi-
variate Tobit model of category expenditure on modern
retail specified by Equation (2), with the heterogeneity
distributions of its individual-level parameters specified
by Equation (6), where we abstract away from the first
process modeling choice of modern retail. Like the

18 We regressed household trip-specific format choice (IiMt) as a probit
on the household-level mean (IiM ) of format choices; the variance
accounted for by IiM is the across-household variance. Similarly, we
use the variance explained by household-level mean expenditure
in category (EicM 5 to explain across-household variance in trip
expenditure at modern retailers in the category (EicMt5. More details
of the regression and the variance decomposition are presented in
Online Appendix 3.
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Table 4 Stated Reasons for Trips

Proportion of trips for which a need Proportion of trips for which a need
was cited (by store format) (%) was cited (by socioeconomic class) (%)

Traditional store trips Modern store trips SEC A SEC B SEC C

Price 709 5806 509 1000 1605
Distance 3008 1509 3007 3706 2201
Store ambience 002 502 007 007 001
Product variety 209 2807 406 603 206
Product quality 606 3504 704 706 909
Home delivery 709 1103 602 707 1002
Store credit 609 500 408 603 900
Relationship with storekeeper 2702 203 1900 2905 2903

Notes. Values are based on the top three stated reasons (out of 12 possible listed in §3.1) for choosing a store format. We do not report
numbers for four of the reasons that were rarely chosen.

Table 5 Model Comparison

Model 1 (two-stage model with Model 2 (two-stage model without
correlation across stages) correlation across stages) Model 3 (single-stage model)

Log marginal density −3112903 −3114004 −3117108
DIC 6126302 6127401 6129607
RMSE (holdout sample) 1096 1097 2013

proposed model, this model is estimated on data for all
trips, both traditional and modern. To compare model
performance, we employ the log marginal density and
the deviance information criterion (DIC; Spiegelhalter
et al. 2002). The DIC takes model complexity into
account by penalizing additional model parameters
and generalizes the Akaike and Bayesian information
criteria for hierarchical modeling. Models with smaller
values of the DIC are preferred. We find that both
measures favor the proposed model (Table 5). To com-
pare out-of-sample predictive power, we classified 797
randomly selected trip-level observations (approxi-
mately 10% of the data) as the holdout, estimated the
model on the remaining data, and predicted category
expenditure at modern retailers for all observations in
the holdout sample. Root mean squared error (RMSE)
for the holdout sample for the proposed model is
the lowest. Model performance increases more due to
modeling the two-stage process than due to allowing
for the processes to be correlated.

Next we discuss the issue of price endogeneity, i.e.,
the possibility that category prices in our model might
be correlated with unobserved factors that affect store
format choices (Equation (1)) and category expenditures
(Equation (3)), potentially leading to biased estimates
of price coefficients in these equations. For example,
retail prices may reflect store unobservables such as
availability of car parking, longer store hours, etc. To
account for price endogeneity emanating from store-
specific unobservable factors, we employ instruments
in the spirit of Berry et al. (1995), Sudhir (2001), and
Nevo (2001). Specifically, we replace the price index

of format s and category c in week t with the mean
(across stores of format s5 of all store-level prices for that
category-week except for the store that was visited by
the focal household which we use as an instrument. This
instrument is correlated with the category price level of
the visited store (due to competition given substantial
overlap in assortments across stores), but uncorrelated
with the error term (since unobservables in the error
term for a store visit would pertain to the visited
store only). We find little difference in the estimates by
employing these instruments. Estimates without using
instruments are available from the authors.19

3.4. Parameter Estimates
We report the results of the proposed model in Table 6.
We use the estimates to discuss why some SECs are
more likely to choose and spend more on modern
retail.

3.4.1. Role of Prices. The price coefficient is neg-
ative for both trip choice and category expenditure
(Table 6). Hence, lower prices offered by modern retail
will increase trip choice and category expenditure. The
interaction effects of price with SEC A and SEC B are

19 Another issue is whether retailers set prices for categories taking
into account segment-specific preferences for different formats in
categories and whether this may cause endogeneity bias on the price
coefficient. Given that we include household-category intercepts
for trip-category expenditures at modern retailers and household
intercepts in the format choice model, segment preferences are
accounted for in the demand model at the category level. We therefore
do not have the potential for endogeneity bias on this count. We
thank a reviewer for encouraging us to clarify this issue.
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Table 6 Effects of Price Differences Between Modern and Traditional
Retail 4ç15: Posterior Means and SDs

Trip-specific choice Category expenditure
of modern retail on modern retail
(Equation (1)) (Equation (3))

Main effect of − 00940 (0.028) −20305 (0.472)
price difference

Interactions effects of price difference
With SEC A 00386 (0.062) 10073 (0.278)
With SEC B 00163 (0.049) 00866 (0.385)
With perishability (ac5 −00157 (0.052) −00370 (0.116)
With branding (bc5 00006 (0.010) 00037 (0.028)

Note. Parameter estimates whose posterior 95% credible interval does not
include 0 are in bold.

both positive; hence, SEC C households are the most
price sensitive. The higher price sensitivity of SEC C,
coupled with lower prices of modern retail, explains
the greater proportion of modern store trip choices
and category expenditures by SEC C households.

3.4.2. Role of Distance. The distance to store affects
the trip-specific format choice, but not expenditures at
the modern format (Table 7). These results are intuitive:
the difference in travel distance between modern and
traditional stores affects whether to make a trip to a
modern or traditional store; once in the store it should
not affect expenditures. The interaction effect of SEC
and distance shows that distance affects trip-specific
choices for both SEC A and SEC B, given their higher
opportunity cost of time, relative to SEC C. SEC B
not only has a slightly greater sensitivity to distance
than SEC A but also has to travel, on average, 32%
farther than SEC A to shop from modern grocery retail.
Thus, modern retail is most disadvantaged in terms
of distance among SEC B. Although SEC C has to
travel even longer distances to modern retail, it is less
sensitive to distance.

Table 7 Effects of SEC, Distances, and Category-Specific Factors 4ç25: Posterior Means and SDs

Trip-specific choice of modern retail (Equation (1)) Category expenditure on modern retail (Equation (3))

Main effect Interaction with SEC A Interaction with SEC B Main effect Interaction with SEC A Interaction with SEC B

SEC A 00327 — — −140415 — —
4003105 41703235

SEC B −00156 — — −100492 — —
4001145 4303115

Distance difference −00751 −00238 −00257 −00834 −00940 −00952
4001055 4000835 4000945 4004915 4006635 4007195

Hypermarket (1 if yes) 00011 00003 00004 00009 −00001 −00002
4000105 4000035 4000035 4000115 4000045 4000035

Perishability (ac5 −00017 −00004 −00003 −00083 −00016 00008
4000035 4000025 4000025 4000295 4000055 4000075

Branding (bc5 00014 00005 00004 00063 00017 00019
4000035 4000035 4000035 4000195 4000035 4000115

Note. Parameter estimates whose posterior 95% credible interval does not include 0 are in bold.

3.4.3. Category Characteristics. We find that tra-
ditional stores are preferred for perishable categories
(Table 6) over modern stores. This is consistent with
the argument that given the greater frequency with
which perishables have to be purchased, traditional
retail will be preferred because of closer proximity to
households. We also find that SEC A prefers to visit
traditional stores even more for perishables relative to
other SECs, further supporting the opportunity cost of
shopping time argument.

By contrast, respondents choose modern stores for
branded categories more often and spend more at
modern stores on these categories. This is consistent
with the argument that modern retail, which can
usually store a greater variety of brands, is preferred
in branded categories. Furthermore, SEC A has the
greatest preference for expenditure on modern retail in
branded categories. This further supports the variety
argument, because SEC A might prefer variety more
than other SECs. This result is robust to a household-
level measure of the extent of branding of a category:
the proportion of all SKUs purchased by household i
in category c, which are branded.

3.4.4. Other Attributes. Vehicle ownership is posi-
tively associated with modern retail choice (Table 8).
Because vehicle ownership is much more common in
SEC A households (64.3% of all households that own
cars are SEC A), vehicle ownership makes modern
retail more favorable to SEC A. Similarly, credit card
ownership, which is more prevalent among SEC A, has
a positive effect on modern retail choice. By contrast,
domestic help, more likely to be used by SEC A, sup-
presses trip-specific modern retail choice, reflecting the
unwillingness of the lower classes to visit modern retail
for each trip. But conditional on choosing modern retail
for a trip, domestic help has no impact on expenditures.
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Table 8 Effects of Trial 4Sit 5, Household Characteristics 4Hi 5, and Trip-
Specific Needs 4Hit 5: Posterior Means and SDs

Trip-specific choice Category expenditure
of modern retail on modern retail
(Equation (1)) (Equation (3))

Household characteristics
(�1 and �1)

Vehicle ownership 00204 (0.060) −90978 (11.841)
Domestic help −10761 (0.422) 10258 (2.902)
Credit card ownership 10894 (0.648) −140436 (18.719)
Apartment size −00055 (0.052) −40781 (6.409)
Gender (1 if male) 00263 (0.137) −10920 (1.563)

Trip-specific needs
(�2 and �2)

Store ambience 00020 (0.051) 60804 (6.359)
Product variety 00090 (0.076) 210734 (9.576)
Product quality 00094 (0.041) 130570 (9.751)
Home delivery −00042 (0.031) 90396 (10.918)
Store credit −00005 (0.016) −10447 (6.482)
Relationship with −00154 (0.067) 10956 (2.284)

storekeeper

Trial of modern retail 10093 (0.068) 510417 (12.403)
(�0 and �0)

Note. Parameter estimates whose posterior 95% credible interval does not
include 0 are in bold.

Home delivery, store ambience, and store credit
do not seem to affect trip-specific choice of modern
retail. Product variety leads to greater expenditure,
but does not affect trip choice. Strong relationships
with traditional retailers prevent modern retailers from
gaining high shares. Overall, these results provide
guidance on which variables modern retailers should
focus on in their competition with traditional retailers.
We discuss detailed managerial implications in §5.

A key conclusion is that SEC A and SEC C house-
holds both patronize modern retail relatively more than
SEC B households. SEC C households are attracted
by lower prices, and do not mind traveling longer
distances as much as the other SEC households. This
suggests the possibility that modern retail might be
differentiated such that within modern retailers, stores
offering high prices attract SEC A households, and
stores offering low prices attract SEC C households.
We analyzed average prices per week across all SKUs
stocked by all modern retailers and found that variance
in prices across modern retailers is not high. This
suggests that in these early stages of modern retail
in India, price-based differentiation within modern
retailers is not very significant.

We find that SEC C households are most price sen-
sitive, suggesting that they might cherry-pick, i.e.,
buy only those categories that are cheaper from mod-
ern retailers. On studying the share of modern retail
expenditure across categories and SECs, we find that
SEC C consumers do not restrict their spending only to

cheaper categories. Specifically, out of the total expen-
diture on modern retail (on the eight categories) by
SEC C consumers, 45.1% is on the four categories that
are priced at least as high at modern retailers (loose rice,
toilet soap, biscuits, and packaged rice). This suggests
that modern retail might be able to strategically employ
a loss leader strategy by reducing prices of some “key
value items” such as onions, tomatoes, and cooking
oil. A more detailed examination of the profitability of
each segment would require margin data—an issue we
suggest be addressed in future work.

4. Robustness Check: Endogeneity and
Generalizability

Next we assess the robustness of our results to two
concerns. The first is endogeneity in retailer choices;
i.e., there could be some unobserved variables that
affect retailers’ decisions about marketing mix vari-
ables (prices, distances, etc.) and consumer choices
of store format that can potentially bias parameter
estimates. Although we employ instruments for prices,
instruments for distance are unavailable. The second
is generalizability. Our data are from households in
suburban Mumbai, India’s largest city, covering an
80 square mile radius and four million people. Even
though this market is much larger than traditional
markets studied using U.S. scanner panel data, the
generalizability of our results to other parts of India is
unclear. To alleviate the endogeneity and generaliz-
ability concerns, we conducted a follow-up conjoint
study in July 2013 in Mumbai and in a second city,
Bangalore.

4.1. Conjoint Data
To address endogeneity concerns in our first study, we
collected “conjoint” choice data on retail format choice
from 741 consumers (roughly split across the three
SECs) where we exogenously varied the marketing mix
variables. To address the generalizability concern, the
new data cover two cities: Mumbai (N = 368), where
we did our primary study, and Bangalore (N = 373).
Bangalore—widely known as India’s Silicon Valley—
has a high concentration of affluent SEC A consumers
and the greatest penetration of modern grocery retailers
in urban India. It is therefore interesting in its own
right. Respondents for this study were screened by
asking individuals if they (a) shopped for grocery
requirements for their household and (b) made the most
trips in their household to buy groceries. Only those
individuals who responded “yes” to both questions
were included in the final sample, so that they are
knowledgeable and provide meaningful answers to the
subsequent questions. All such respondents stated that
they had shopped for groceries at least four times in
the previous month.
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Our goal in the conjoint task was to test how con-
sumers choose store format when there is exogenous
variation in distance to store, regular price level, and
price promotion. Because the size of the shopping
list can affect store format choice (e.g., modern stores
preferred for infrequent stock-up, and traditional stores
for more frequent fill-ins), we also varied the number
of items on the shopping list.

In each conjoint choice task, respondents were asked
to place themselves in a situation in which they had
to shop for groceries from a shopping list for their
household. In each choice task, the respondent was
provided with one randomly selected short or long
shopping list described below.

• Shopping list 1: 2 kg of onions and five packets of
biscuits of 200 g each.

• Shopping list 2: 2 kg of onions, five packets of
biscuits of 200 g each, 5 kg of rice, 500 ml of cooking
oil, and three bars of toilet soap.20

The respondent was then presented with a descrip-
tion of two stores (one modern and one traditional)
and asked to choose which they would prefer for their
(randomly assigned) shopping list. We described each
store in terms of three attributes: distance of the store
from where the respondent lives, price of each category
to be purchased, and promotions. Although providing
information on more attributes would better mimic
real-life shopping, we decided on employing fewer
attributes but more choice tasks, so we could control
for unobserved heterogeneity across respondents, while
making robust inferences on the two key attributes of
greatest interest—price and distance.

For the traditional store, the distance attribute was
manipulated across two levels: 0.2 km or 0.8 km. For
the modern store, these levels were set at 1.7 km or
2.7 km. This ensures that the mean distance to each
store format mimics the mean travel distance reported
in Study 1 (the panel data). Since the effect of absolute
prices on store choice is not identified in a binary
choice model, prices at the traditional store were held
constant (over choice tasks), and the price difference
across the two stores was manipulated. Specifically,
prices at the traditional store were fixed (based on 2011
market prices) as follows: 100 rupees for 5 kg of rice,
20 rupees for 2 kg of onions, 50 rupees for five packets
of biscuits, 50 rupees for 500 ml of cooking oil, and
70 rupees for three bars of toilet soap. Category prices
at the modern store were fixed at a price x% lower than
prices at the traditional store for all categories, where x
can take one of four values: 0%, 10%, 20%, or 30%.21

20 Nielsen research suggests that the shorter shopping list is rep-
resentative of fill-in trips in that market, and the longer list is
representative of a stock-up trip.
21 Our manipulations do not allow for lower distances and greater
prices at modern stores. Our conjoint design was intended to

Promotions were manipulated by offering a discount
(none or 40%) on the price of rice at the modern store
over the price of rice at the traditional store. For choice
tasks where the modern store offered a promotion,
rice was offered at a 40% discount, irrespective of the
regular price difference. Promotions were made distinct
from regular prices by labeling the promoted price
“special promotion price.” Finally, although we did
not label any store as traditional or modern, we did
provide the following textual descriptions:

• Traditional store. “In this store you would speak
with a storekeeper, who would bring the groceries you
need to you.”

• Modern store. “In this store you would find and
pick your own groceries and check out yourself.”

We now discuss how this experimental setup alle-
viates the endogeneity problem. In the real world,
consumers make store format choices based on several
attributes, some of which are observed by researchers,
whereas others are not. Correlation between the
observed endogenous attribute (e.g., price) and unob-
served attributes that affect consumer decisions could
potentially lead to biased estimates of the effect of
the endogenous attribute. In the experimental setup,
we can control the attributes that subjects consider to
make decisions. In each choice task of our study, we
instructed respondents to assume that any information
that was not provided to them about the two stores was
invariant across the two stores. Assuming that subjects
adhered to this instruction, there is no unobserved
factor in this experimental setup that varies across
store formats and influences store format choice. The
absence of unobserved factors rules out the possibility
that observed attributes are systematically correlated
with unobserved factors, thus alleviating any bias due
to endogeneity.

We constructed 10 sets of 16 choice tasks such that
the three store-specific attributes (distance, prices, and
promotions) are orthogonal to each other and to the
number of categories being purchased. We assigned
each respondent randomly to one of the 10 sets. By
randomizing the presentation order of the 16 choice
tasks for each respondent, we eliminate the possibility
of order bias. We asked questions on demographics
before the choice tasks. We assumed the attributes to
be interval scaled to conserve degrees of freedom.

4.2. Results
We estimated probit models of choice of modern retail
with randomly distributed individual-specific coeffi-
cients to assess whether the following results from the

understand how variations in distance and price differentials with
respect to modern retail affect format choices, conditional on keeping
the relative sign of advantage/disadvantage of modern retail constant.
One disadvantage of this design choice is that our conjoint results
are not generalizable to situations where prices are greater at modern
stores or distances to modern stores are lower.
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first study are robust when faced with exogenously
manipulated prices, distances, promotions, and number
of purchase categories: (a) the nonlinear relationship
of modern retail adoption across the three segments,
(b) the greater price sensitivity of lower SECs, and
(c) the greater distance sensitivity of upper SECs. The
first model (Model 1) includes the following covariates:
dummies for SECs A and B, difference in weighted
prices between modern and traditional store, difference
in distance between modern store and traditional store
(in kilometers), a dummy variable for city, the number
of categories purchased (two or five), and a dummy
variable for promotion. Consistent with the model
proposed for Study 1, the difference in weighted prices
is given by

∑C
c=1 Qictãpict , where ãpict is the difference

in unit price of category c across store formats in choice
task t faced by respondent i, and Qict is the corre-
sponding quantity purchased. Although

∑C
c=1 Qictãpict

is a function of the number of categories purchased,
we include the number of categories as a separate
covariate to capture any residual effect of fill-in versus
stock-up trips on modern store choices. Similarly, the
promotion dummy captures any transaction utility
from promotion in addition to the effect of lower price.
The vector of individual-specific coefficients of price,
distance, the number of categories, and promotion are
distributed as follows: �i ∼ MVN4�̄1è5. Other covari-
ates do not vary within respondents. Their coefficients
are assumed invariant across respondents. Table 9
presents the parameter estimates.

The negative coefficient of SEC B again provides
robust evidence of the nonlinear relationship of modern
retail adoption across SECs. Respondents in Bangalore
were more likely to choose a modern retail store,
perhaps because of greater familiarity and exposure,
and consistent with greater usage of the format in
real life. The coefficient of number of categories is
not significant, suggesting that number of purchase
categories affect modern retail choice only to the extent

Table 9 Factors Affecting Modern Store Choice in Study 2: Posterior Means and Posterior SDs

Model 1 Model 2
(Mumbai and (Mumbai and Model 3 Model 4

Covariate Bangalore) Bangalore) (Mumbai only) (Bangalore only)

SEC A −00043 (0.032) 00237 (0.161) 00284 (0.197) 00180 (0.182)
SEC B −00090 (0.032) 00315 (0.194) 00328 (0.201) 00304 (0.223)
City (1 if Mumbai, 0 if Bangalore) −00597 (0.024) −00615 (0.027) — —
Promotion (1 if yes) 00173 (0.098) 00260 (0.186) 00413 (0.238) 00175 (0.207)
Number of purchase categories 00030 (0.021) −00058 (0.046) −00097 (0.057) 00008 (0.054)
Price difference (modern − traditional) −00033 (0.001) −00036 (0.001) −00033 (0.002) −00038 (0.002)
Distance difference (modern − traditional) −00069 (0.018) −00031 (0.041) −00036 (0.079) −00027 (0.041)
Price × SEC A 00010 (0.001) 00008 (0.002) 00012 (0.002)
Price × SEC B 00008 (0.002) 00005 (0.003) 00010 (0.004)
Distance × SEC A −00116 (0.051) −00124 (0.053) −00108 (0.051)
Distance × SEC B −00157 (0.063) −00129 (0.064) −00171 (0.065)

Note. Parameter estimates whose posterior 95% credible interval does not include 0 are in bold.

that buying more categories leads to greater monetary
savings if modern retail offers lower prices. Similarly,
the effect of promotion is sufficiently captured by
accounting for its effect on price. Although price,
promotions, and number of categories purchased might
be endogenous in store choice models estimated with
market data, parameter estimates in this study are not
prone to such biases.

To investigate how sensitivities to prices and dis-
tances vary across segments, we extended the previ-
ous model to allow for individual-specific coefficients
of price and distance to vary across SECs. We label
this Model 2. Consistent with Study 1, we find that
SEC C respondents are most sensitive to price and least
sensitive to traveling longer distances. This provides
convergent evidence from a bigger sample in a larger
geography and a different time period that differences
in modern retail adoption across SECs are driven by
differences in sensitivities to prices and distances. One
somewhat surprising finding is the statistically insignif-
icant coefficient for distance, suggesting that SEC C
respondents are insensitive to differences in distances
between modern and traditional stores. Although this
result could be driven by limited degrees of freedom
(only 16 observations per respondent) and limited
variation in the manipulated distances in the conjoint
study, it is consistent with the notion that SEC C con-
sumers can be effectively targeted by modern retail by
focusing on lowering prices without making substantial
investments in more stores to increase access. We also
estimated this model separately for each city and found
consistent results. This suggests that the patterns of
price and distance sensitivities across SECs hold despite
significant differences in aggregate level penetration
across cities. Overall, we conclude that our results from
the primary study are robust.

We note that purchase data in both studies are
limited to eight narrowly defined categories, which
potentially cover a small share of the grocery shopping
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basket for most households. To understand whether our
results extend to the entire grocery shopping basket, we
collected additional survey data using broader category
definitions that cover the entire basket. The share of
modern retail continues to be lower among SEC B
relative to SEC A and SEC C, even when considering
the entire grocery shopping basket. Details are provided
in Online Appendix 4.

5. What-If Analysis and Implications
5.1. What-If Analysis
Our results show differences in modern format patron-
age among the different socioeconomic classes. Our key
result is that SEC B has lower patronage than SEC A
and SEC C. Would the differences persist or attenuate
as modern retail expands store density and gain in
efficiency, leading to lower prices? To this end, we
conduct a what-if analysis using model estimates.

First, as modern retail increases store density, it
improves accessibility for consumers relative to tradi-
tional retail by reducing the distance that consumers
have to travel to the store. Over time, store expansion
leads to greater economies of scale and greater bar-
gaining power with respect to suppliers. Furthermore,
improvements in back-end and logistics infrastructure
over time also lead to lower costs. Overall, these lead
to lower relative prices for modern retail. We predict
changes at the SEC level as the market evolves.

We consider three scenarios: (1) prices alone fall,
(2) travel distances alone fall, and (3) both prices and
travel distances fall.22 Specifically, we simulate revenue
shares at current prices and distances, and the decline
of 20% of modern retail prices and distances relative to
traditional retail prices and distances. Figure 1 presents
the projected weekly revenue shares for the eight
categories by SEC under these scenarios. The share
of revenues of a segment is simply the ratio of the
expenditure at modern retailers by all households in
the catchment area in this segment to the expenditure
at modern retailers by all households in the catchment
area.23

As mentioned earlier, we find that SEC C provides
the largest share of modern retail revenues, at 42.7%. As
prices fall, SEC C gains in share, given the greater price
sensitivity of this segment. If prices were lowered by
20%, the proportion of modern retail revenue derived

22 Although it is typical for prices (at modern retail stores) and travel
distances (to modern retail stores) to fall as this format diffuses, there
is limited understanding of how prices of specific categories might
evolve. We assume the same price difference across all categories for
this analysis.
23 We estimate revenues per household for each SEC and multiply
those with estimates of the number of households in each SEC in the
catchment area. The population density of Mumbai is 53,000 per
square mile (http://censusindia.gov.in/).

from SEC C would jump from 42.7% to 51.6%. This is
due to greater price sensitivity of SEC C households.
The effect of travel distance, however, is greater on
SEC A, given its greater opportunity cost. The effect,
however, is much smaller than that of price reductions.
The proportion of modern retail revenue from SEC A
would jump from 29.2% to 30.6% if distances to modern
retail were decreased by 20%. Finally, the reality is likely
to be a combination of declines in prices and travel
distances. In combination, we find that a substantial
increase in revenue comes from SEC C households. If
prices and travel distances both decrease by 20%, the
share of modern retail revenue from SEC C is estimated
at 50.4%. We conclude that not only is SEC C the major
contributor of current modern retail revenues, but the
importance of SEC C for modern retail will continue to
increase over time. Next we discuss the implications of
these and other results for retailers and policy makers.

5.2. Implications for Retailing and Policy
Our results have implications for modern retailers,
traditional retailers, and regulators. First, from a tar-
geting standpoint, SEC C seems more attractive than
SECs A and B for modern retailers. Greater modern
retail adoption by SEC C households and a larger
proportion of such households in the population make
them the greatest revenue generating segment for
modern retail. Furthermore, the share of revenue from
SEC C is projected to increase in the face of lowering
prices. Overall, these results suggest that Mr. Biyani’s
focus on India Two (Bellman 2007), from the lower
socioeconomic classes, appears to be a good bet for
modern retailers.

Second, SEC C consumers are most price sensi-
tive and least sensitive to travel. So in terms of the
“four P’s,” price is therefore more important than place
in expanding revenues for modern retail within their
largest share segment. Modern retailers could attract
this segment by offering lower prices, without making
large investments in opening more stores to improve
access. Third, SEC A consumers are attractive since
they are the least price sensitive and spend substan-
tially more on high-priced categories (Tables 1 and 2).
Hence, the current modern retail strategy of opening
stores closer to SEC A neighborhoods appears to be the
right strategy. Given our estimates of credit card and
vehicle ownership, modern retail should accept credit
cards and offer convenient vehicle parking to attract
SEC A households. Last, beyond targeting specific
SECs, modern retailers can boost revenues from exist-
ing consumers by investing more in reducing prices
and offering more variety than on improving store
ambience and offering potentially expensive services
such as home delivery and store credit. More gener-
ally, targeting different segments, whether based on
SEC (A, B, or C) or not, requires focusing on different

http://censusindia.gov.in/
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Figure 1 What-If Analysis of Impact of Lowering Prices and Opening Modern Retail Stores on Revenue Share Across SECs

29.2% 30.6% 23.0% 23.9%

28.1% 28.3%
25.4% 25.7%

42.7% 41.1%
51.6% 50.4%

Current Distance Price Price + Distance

Estimated modern retail revenues shares in
response to reductions in modern retail price and distance

SEC A SEC B SEC C

Note. The revenue share of an SEC is the ratio of the expenditure at modern retailers by all households of this SEC in the catchment area in this segment to the
expenditure at modern retailers by all households in the catchment area.

elements of the retailer’s marketing mix. Our results
provide insights into these elements.

From the point of view of traditional retailers, the
middle middle class is the most desirable middle-class
segment and will continue to remain so. Distance
to modern stores looms larger for this segment, and
the price advantage of modern retail is not attractive
enough given the distance disadvantage. Also, they
tend to value the relationships with the store most—an
area that traditional retailers have a distinct advantage,
relative to the somewhat impersonal nature of the
modern retail shopping experience.

From a policy standpoint, our results show that the
value of modern retail is not restricted to the rich and
elite, but to lower middle classes as well—a larger con-
stituency from a political perspective. In recent years,
there has been vociferous opposition to the expansion
of modern retail, and to foreign direct investment that
is necessary to support the cash intensive sector. How-
ever, there has been little discussion of the benefits of
modern retailers to consumers. For several categories,
SEC C consumers enjoy the benefits of lower prices
at modern retailers. Therefore, the lack of consumer
support for modern retail is not because its benefits
accrue to only the rich elite, as much conventional
wisdom in this area suggests, but because of a lack of
political mobilization on behalf of consumers.

6. Conclusion
Rapid globalization over the last two decades has
led to increased growth and rising incomes in many
major economies across Asia, Eastern Europe, Latin
America, and Africa (Burgess and Steenkamp 2006,
Sheth 2011). The resultant growing middle class in
these countries has served as an impetus for the entry
and growth of modern retail in many markets. Despite
the large size of this middle class, there is little research
documenting how subsegments of the middle class

differ in their adoption behavior toward new retailing
formats. This paper contributes to the literature on
retailing/marketing in emerging markets by address-
ing the following questions of interest to managers,
researchers, and policy makers: First, which segment
of the growing middle class is more likely to adopt
modern retail? Second, why does modern retail adop-
tion differ across socioeconomic segments? Third, as
modern retail expands its footprint by opening more
stores (increasing access) and gains in scale and effi-
ciency (lowering prices), what will the relative shares
of the three segments be of modern retail’s revenues?

A vast stream of literature in international marketing
has studied market entry strategies across countries, yet
there has been little work on market entry strategies
within a country. When making targeting decisions,
firms could adopt a hierarchical (or waterfall) strategy
of new product introduction across countries, wherein
firms introduce products sequentially from one coun-
try to another. The alternative is a simultaneous (or
sprinkler) strategy of targeting, wherein firms intro-
duce products in several countries at the same time.
Researchers have studied market conditions favoring
each model (Kalish et al. 1995, Tellis et al. 2003). Irre-
spective of when a firm enters a country, it needs to
decide which consumer segment(s) in that country to
focus its resources on. In this paper, we shed light on
the issue of whether firms should enter a country by
targeting one segment first followed by other segments
(akin to the waterfall strategy), or whether firms should
target several segments (akin to the sprinkler strategy)
simultaneously. Our results favor a simultaneous target-
ing strategy. We find that modern retail penetration is
nonlinear in socioeconomic class. The upper and lower
middle classes, however, value different elements of
modern retail. Our findings underscore the importance
of socioeconomic status as an important segmenta-
tion variable to understand middle class consumption
behavior in emerging markets.
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We conclude with a discussion of certain limitations
of the studies that suggest possibilities for further
research. Given the extensive and costly primary panel
data collection, by necessity, we restricted our data and
analysis to two cities. To the extent that factors like
credit card ownership, distance to modern retail, price
sensitivity, etc., are similar in other markets across the
upper, middle, and lower middle class segments, we
believe our results are potentially generalizable to other
new emerging markets and also make theoretical sense.
But future research needs to assess the robustness of
our findings with additional data across other cities and
countries. Furthermore, food and grocery categories are
characterized by low search behavior; it remains unclear
whether our results are generalizable for shopping in
categories involving greater search, such as jewelry
and apparel. It will also be important to study the
distinctions in retail adoption behavior across rural
and urban markets. Urban and rural retailers differ
significantly in their cost structures because of the
differences in the intensity of distribution, lower store
density, etc. These differences are not merely important
from a consumer adoption perspective, but also from
a supply side perspective. The second study can be
extended to see whether greater prices at modern retail
affect store format choices, and to study differences in
purchase behaviors across more categories.

We study consumer choices between modern and
traditional retail. As the market develops, it might
be fruitful to study choices within various modern
retail formats (e.g., large hypermarkets versus small
supermarkets). Also, socioeconomic classifications are
static. With longer time series of data, the effect of
increasing incomes and purchasing power of house-
holds on modern store adoption could be studied.
Last, online retailing is a rapidly growing channel in
several emerging markets, especially in second-tier
cities, where it is not cost-effective to set up a physical
presence. The effect of this channel on the patronage
of brick-and-mortar retail formats might be another
interesting avenue of research. From a methodological
standpoint, longer time series of consumer choice data
might enable researchers to study dynamics in choice
behavior, e.g., learning, loyalty, and habit formation.
Finally, future work can relax our modeling assumption
that the category purchase decision is unaffected by
store format choice.

In summary, our research is a first step to begin a
systematic study of modern retail adoption in emerging
markets that aids with address targeting and posi-
tioning questions related to modern retail. We hope
our approach of (a) filling the gap in availability of
secondary data by collecting primary panel data from
consumers and stores and (b) augmenting behavioral
panel data with experimental field data to alleviate
endogeneity concerns will make feasible new research

on other substantively important questions, leading to
a strong conceptual and empirical foundation for a
deeper understanding of these explosive high-growth
markets.
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